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JIFs are the most successful example of interlocal cooperation
in the history2 of the State!

Message from the JIF Chairperson
The BURLCO JIF was formed on January 1, 1991 and is now in its 29th year of operation. All 27 Members
should be proud of our past successes and we look forward to an exciting future with broad insurance
coverage and comprehensive services that continue to evolve to meet Member needs.

In 2019, various programs were added designed to target specific areas of loss. Among these were

programs designed to reduce exposure to cyber-attacks. To combat these threats, the JIF contracted

services with Lou Romero of Secure Data Consulting Services in February of this year. Data breaches are
getting bigger, the bad guys are getting more cunning, and the amount of compromised data is
unfortunately continuing to rise. Hackers are launching social engineering, spear phishing and

ransomware attacks on your employees. As the JIF’s Technology Risk Management Director, Lou works
with your IT professionals to assess system vulnerabilities, manage online Cyber Hygiene training, and
triage cyber events.

Detecting your municipality’s vulnerability to data breaches is also very critical. Pivot-Point Security
protects our members by developing IT Security Risk Management Policies, performing phishing

assessments and network vulnerability testing. Municipalities across New Jersey and the entire country

are under constant attack from cyber criminals, and through extensive programs and training, JIF Members
are preparing to stay ahead of these evolving and costly risks.

I would also like to thank all JIF committee members who work diligently to develop cost effective budgets,
monitor our financial performance, promote wellness, and focus on loss prevention. Participation and
commitment from the membership is imperative to achieve continued success. Because of your

dedication, the JIF continues to enjoy strong financial success. $942,947 of dividends were returned to
BURLCO JIF members in 2019. This brings our total dividend return to $9,738,572 for all years.

As we enter our 30th year of operation we remain committed to meet or exceed our members’
expectations in managing risk, reducing employee injuries, and stabilizing insurance costs.

Thank you for the opportunity to serve as your Chairperson for 2019. I appreciate all your efforts to make
the BURLCO JIF a success today, and for many years to come.

Meghan Jack
Riverside Township Administrator
2019 BURLCO JIF Chairperson
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JIF Organizational Structure
The success of the BURLCO JIF stems from collaboration among member municipalities. The Fund hires

professionals including an Administrator, Safety Director and specially qualified claims attorneys to assist
members in the daily operations of the JIF. Additional information is available at www.burlcojif.org.
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JIF Leadership
2019 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The Executive Committee serves as the Governing Body of the Fund with five elected Fund Commissioners

serving along with the Chairperson and the Secretary of the Fund. During their terms of office, members of
the Executive Committee shall exercise the full power and authority of the Fund Commissioners as

expressly provided by the Fund’s Bylaws.

Fund Chairperson: Meghan Jack, Riverside Township
Fund Secretary: Glenn McMahon, Chesterfield Township
Executive Committee Member 1: John Gural, Palmyra Borough
Executive Committee Member 2: Rich Wolbert, Beverly City
Executive Committee Member 3: Douglas Cramer, Tabernacle Township
Executive Committee Member 4: James Ingling, Wrightstown Borough
Executive Committee Member 5: Jerry Mascia, Mount Laurel Township
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Your Risk Management Team
FUND COMMISSIONER:

A member of the governing body or a municipal employee, the Fund Commissioners are responsible
for the operation of the Fund in accordance with the Fund Bylaws and all applicable statutes and
regulations. DUTIES:






Liaison between municipality and Fund
Attends all monthly meetings
Serves on JIF boards and committees
Monitors municipality’s participation and protects interests

CLAIMS COORDINATOR:

Each member municipality in the Fund appoints a Claims Coordinator. It is the responsibility of the
Claims Coordinator to oversee the reporting of claims within the municipality. DUTIES:






Maintains claims forms and records
Ensures all claims are promptly reported and monitored
Relays information between municipality and claims adjusters
Can help control the cost and outcome of claims

SAFETY COORDINATOR:

Appointed by the municipality to oversee the member’s safety efforts and act as a liaison between the
municipality, the JIF Safety Director and other outside agencies. DUTIES:

 Chairs Safety Committee & coordinates employee safety training
 Ensure the annual Safety Contract is signed and the Safety Committee develops meaningful


safety improvement objectives
Reviews and disseminates Safety Director Reports and Bulletins

WELLNESS COORDINATOR

The Wellness Coordinator acts as a liaison between the Wellness Director and municipality. DUTIES:

 Coordinates all Wellness activities in support of the program mission
 Posts and distributes Wellness materials provided by the Wellness Director

RISK MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT (RMC):

The RMC is an Insurance Professional that provides guidance to member municipalities. DUTIES:

 Consults members to customize risk management programs for specific needs and goals
 Understands local issues and helps members maximize JIF programs
 Places optional coverage outside the JIF
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Fund Committees
COVERAGE COMMITTEE



Serves as a focal point for discussion on issues pertaining to coverage, underwriting, and
reinsurance
Advises on coverage requirements, industry issues, the efficiency and clarity of the JIF in
addressing areas of insurance outside of its normal purview, retention and reinsurance
issues, and underwriting guidelines

FINANCE COMMITTTEE


Creates annual budget to fund claims and special programs



Oversees the annual JIF audit



Reviews financial position and recommends the return of surplus to members

NEW MEMBER REVIEW COMMITTEE


Reviews applications from municipalities who wish to become members of the JIF for
compliance with membership criteria including safety programs and risk factors

NOMINATING COMMITTEE




Comprised of the Chairs of all standing Committees of the JIF, the two most recent past JIF
Chairpersons still serving as a Fund Commissioner, and two members at large chosen by
the sitting JIF Chair
Reviews and nominates candidates for positions on the Executive Committee

SAFETY COMMITTEE



Advises the Executive Committee on safety policies, performance of members, and
member’s results
Works with the Safety Director to identify services which may be provided by the JIF to
member municipalities in order to reduce the risks of accidents

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE


Serves as the focal point for communication between the Administrator, the Fund
Commissioners, and other professionals regarding long range strategies which should be
pursued to ensure the integrity, growth, and viability of the JIF
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Message From the Executive Director

It is said that as you get older, time passes more quickly, and 2019 is no exception. As we embark on our
30th year of operation next month, we know there will be new and continuing challenges that our members
and your Joint Insurance Fund will need to manage and overcome to continue to be successful for the next
30 years.
For example, on December 1, 2019, the new Sexual Abuse & Molestation legislation took effect that may
significantly impact the Fund’s finances. Members can now be held responsible for the actions of their
employees and volunteers for alleged incidents that occurred decades ago. In the same vein, pursuant to
legislation enacted in July of this year, both paid and volunteer firefighters who have been active for more
than seven years and develop certain types of cancer prior to turning 75 will be presumed to have developed
the cancer as a result of their firefighter duties and be eligible for workers’ compensation benefits. In both
of these situations, managing or defending these potentially very expensive claims is going to be a challenge.
Fortunately, the JIF is a member of the New Jersey Municipal Excess Liability Joint Insurance Fund (NJMEL)
which has already developed training programs, litigation guidelines, and claim protocols to help manage
the disposition of these anticipated claims. In addition, the NJMEL and its affiliated JIFs are in a very strong
financial position to be able to manage, defend, and absorb the potential costs of these claims. With more
than $11 million in surplus and $17 million in cash on hand, the BURLCO JIF has the financial wherewithal to
manage these challenges.
When you couple these new challenges with everyday risks our members face, including cyber and
employment related liability, it makes for a formidable landscape upon which our members and the JIF must
operate.
And, while there may be these new challenges, we have also had many successes this year. In early 2019,
the JIF launched the new Tenant Users Liability Insurance Program, or TULIP. This program allows residents
who want to use member owned facilities for private events access to low cost liability insurance policies
that protect our members should claims arise from the private use of these facilities. In addition, in
September of this year, the JIF released the new Certificate of Insurance Guidelines that provides
recommendations as to the type and limits of coverage that our members should secure when entering into
a contract with a vendor for various services.
Also, in October, the JIF released a Land Use Liability Training guide in recognition of the growing number
of claims being generated by the actions of land use boards. Land use board members that complete this
training will be eligible for enhanced coverage should they be named in a claim. Each of the aforementioned
programs were in response to a challenge faced by our members and I am proud to say that the JIF was
able to respond to each of these challenges.
Ultimately, this is the value and role of the JIF; to help our members manage their risks no matter how they
come about and provide the valued added services they need to operate in a very complex environment.
Paul A. Forlenza, MGA
Risk Program Administrators (RPA)
2019 Executive Director for the BURLCO JIF
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Financial Highlights
2019 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS






1.01% Budget increase with all Member Programs remaining intact
Added: Police On-Line Training, Cyber On-Line Employee Training, Technology Risk Management
Services, Technology Risk Services Director
Maintained a $300,000 Self Insured Retention (SIR) for Workers’ Compensation and Liability claims
Maintained Property SIR at $100,000
Continued use of the Renewal/Revaluation Program benefiting 5 members

2020 FINANCIAL VISION





Overall JIF Budget increase of 2.49% ($189,249) over 2019 while maintaining all Member Benefits and
increasing the confidence level of funding for Property claims
Excess Insurance Budget increase of 4.51% ($123,618) over 2019
Continued use of the Renewal/Revaluation Program benefiting 5 members
Continued use of the Retrospective Assessment Program for 5 members

OPERATING RESULTS SUMMARY: ALL FUND YEARS (1991 TO 9/30/19)

RETURN OF SURPLUS
The JIF’s surplus release strategy is to create
long term stability. A conservative approach
allows us to achieve that goal.

$9.7

MILLION

CASH POSITION
Our strong cash position can be attributed to
member commitment to safety, risk
management and claims management.

NET CURRENT SURPLUS
Net Current Surplus increased by $2.3
million since 12/31/15.
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$17.1
MILLION

$11.4
MILLION

Financial Picture: Audit & Budget

As of 12/31/2018, the BURLCO JIF’s total assets decreased by -0.9% and its net position decreased by -3.4%
over the prior year end following the release of $739,760 in surplus and the accrual for the potential
liability due under the MEL Retrospective Program. It is important to note that the Fund’s operating
expenses represent 11% of the total JIF budget. This is in comparison to other U.S. pools with a typical
operating ratio of 20-25% and commercial insurers with operating expenses approaching 40%. As of
12/31/2018, the JIF had total assets exceeding $19 million. These figures are indicative of the Fund’s
financial strength and its ability to pay member claims well into the future.

Net Position Summary

12/31/2018

12/31/2017

% Change

Total Assets

$19,195,821

$19.364,902

-0.9%

Net Position - Unrestricted

$12,473,179

$12,918,261

-3.4%

THE BUDGET: FIVE COMPONENTS
1. Loss Funds: The amount needed to pay claims within the JIF’s SIR and is based upon historical
claims and exposure trends and certified by the JIF Actuary.

2. Operations: Expenses related to the operation of the JIF. Operating Expenses are kept at a
reasonable level under the watchful eye of the Finance Committee.

3. Member Programs: Consists of member program benefit costs including Optional Safety Budget,

Safety Incentive Program, EPL/Cyber Risk Management, Elected Officials Training, Wellness Incentive
Program and the Technology Risk Management Program.

4. Excess Insurance Costs: Premiums paid for reinsurance or direct insurance purchases. Provides
coverage through the membership in the Municipal Excess Liability Joint Insurance Fund (MEL) which
uses the joint purchasing power of 19 NJ JIFs to negotiate the lowest possible rates. These costs also
include coverage for Environmental Impairment Liability Coverage through the Fund’s membership
in the Environmental Risk Management Joint Insurance Fund (EJIF).
5. RMC Fees: Consists of Risk Management Consultant fees.
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2019 Budget Highlights






The pie chart below demonstrates the efficiency of the JIF program
A percentage of the JIF’s budget pays for member claims within the JIF Self Insured Retention (SIR) of
$300,000 for Workers’ Compensation and Liability and $100,000 for property
Once a claim exceeds the local JIF level, the financial responsibility falls to the Municipal Excess Liability
Joint Insurance Fund (MEL)
The chart below illustrates the allocation of member dollars to JIF expenses
The JIF never relinquishes control over the claim; however, claims experts at the MEL level monitor the
more challenging claims and provide guidance on their disposition

2019 Budget

RMC:
3.19%

Member Benefits:
6.04%

Loss Funds:
43.30%

Excess Insurance:
36.23%

Operations: 11.24%
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2020 Budget & Strategy
2020 Budget

RMC:
3.27%

Member Benefits:
6.07%

Loss Funds:
42.68%

Excess Insurance:
36.78%

For 2020, the overall budget
will increase by 2.49% while
maintaining all programs and
increasing the confidence level
of funding for Property claims.

Operations:
11.20%

2020 VISION

Part of the BURLCO JIF’s financial strength stems from member involvement. Member Benefits represent
6.07% of the overall Budget and provides funding for members’ local safety, risk management, Technology
Risk Management and Wellness initiatives to better control their claims. JIF Loss Funds are increasing by
less than 1% in response to growing pressure on the property claims funds. The Fund will also build
funding into the MEL Budget line item to help defray costs associated with recent legislation (SAM: Sexual
Abuse and Molestation and the Firefighter’s Cancer Presumption) that could significantly impact the Fund’s
financials. Overall, we look forward to continued positive performance, resulting in additional surplus
released to members.
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Financials: Dividends and Recoveries
DIVIDENDS

The JIF is a not for profit public entity. Therefore, unspent funds are returned to the members with interest!
$942,957 was returned in 2019. In total $9.73 million* has been returned to BURLCO JIF members since
inception. Below is the historical dividend distribution grand total for all years. Dividends are returned in
direct proportion to a member’s contribution.

MEMBER

TOTAL

MEMBER

TOTAL

Bass River Township

$30,845

Mt. Laurel Township

$631,146

Beverly City

$389,579

North Hanover Township

$33,894

Bordentown City

$78,278

Palmyra Borough

$27,047

Bordentown Township

$65,773

Pemberton Borough

$23,909

Chesterfield Township

$83,354

Pemberton Township

$52,948

Delanco Township

$444,075

Riverside Township

$770,364

Delran Township

$1,086,944

Shamong Township

$228,139

Edgewater Park Township

$176,115

Southampton Township

$169,223

Florence Township

$1,143,042

Springfield Township

$88,926

Hainesport Township

$328,250

Tabernacle Township

$88,756

Lumberton Township

$1,012,185

Westampton Township

$197,795

Mansfield Township

$431,785

Woodland Township

$9,225

Medford Township

$1,992,041

Wrightstown Borough

$11,299

*Includes additional dividends issued directly to members by
the MEL and the EJIF.
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Subrogation

 Refers to an insurer seeking reimbursement from the person or entity legally responsible for a claim
after the insurer has paid out money on behalf of its insured

 Includes any money paid out for property damage, medical costs, deductible amounts, diminished
value, pain and suffering, loss of consortium, etc.

 When pursuing, it is important to properly identify possible contractors, manufacturers, installers,
suppliers, designers, subcontractors, etc. who might be held liable for claims against the JIF

 The JIF recommends that each municipality retain purchasing records, invoices, manufacturer’s

recommendations, specifications, instructions, damaged equipment, change orders, etc. for prompt
identification and notification

 Municipalities must also retain all contracts, Certificates of Insurance & Hold Harmless Agreements, so
that the insuring party can also be placed directly on notice of the lien rights

EXAMPLE

A police vehicle is struck by another party and a police officer is injured. We seek reimbursement from the

responsible party to recover monies paid for our vehicle damages and for the officer’s injuries.

RECOVERIES

(Through 10/31/19)

Total Recoveries Since
BURLCO JIF Inception:

$135,033

$1,722,002

Money Collected in 2019:
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Claims Data

As illustrated below, 45% of the JIF’s claims are Workers’ Compensation, but they account for 70% of the
JIF’s claims dollars incurred. Upon joining the JIF, every member is required to appoint a Claims
Coordinator who serves as a point of contact between the member and the JIF Claims Administrator.
Special training, including the Claims Roadmaps and a Handbook is provided to the Claims Coordinator so
that they are prepared to handle any claims situation that arises within their municipality.
The JIF Workers’ Compensation Claims Adjusters are assigned a maximum of 150 indemnity files at any
given time, allowing them to focus on working their files to achieve the best possible results.
The JIF also employs the services of the very best defense attorneys in South Jersey to defend the JIF’s
claims. Their knowledge of Workers’ Compensation statutes and claims against public entities produces
excellent results for the JIF and its members. Comprehensive Litigation Management Guidelines assure the
JIF members that their claims are being defended in the most aggressive and cost-effective means
possible.

CLAIMS BY LINE OF COVERAGE - FUND YEARS 2013-2018 (VALUED AS OF 9/30/19)

Number of Occurrences

9%

Total Dollars Incurred

Auto Liability

29%

General Liability

17%

Property

45%

Workers’ Comp

3%
18%
9%
70%
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Auto Liability

General Liability

Property

Workers’ Comp

Managed Care

Medical and wage inflation significantly impact the JIF’s Workers’ Compensation costs, and the JIF must
seek every possible way to control costs in this area. The JIF contracts with a managed care provider to
assist in this endeavor. The JIF encourages all claims be reported within 3 days. Early reporting allows the
JIF to better control the course of the claim from the very start to assure that the best possible medical
treatment is provided.
A nurse case manager constantly monitors the course of medical treatment to make sure that essential
services are delivered in a timely and cost efficient basis. Medical care is delivered through a PPO/EPO
network of doctors who specialize in occupational injuries and agree to the Fund’s rate schedule. As of
October 2019, 95% of medical services were delivered through the PPO/EPO network facilities, resulting in
significant savings.
Valued as of 10/31/19:

Claims Dollars Spent:

BURLCO Average
Days to Report:

In Network Providers
Savings:

70%

1.9 Days

66%

The cost of a claim grows
higher and higher for each
day that it is not reported

Most medical services are
delivered through network
facilities, resulting in
significant savings

Workers’ compensation
claims account for 70% of
claims dollars expended
over the past six years

TRANSITIONAL DUTY
On a final note, the JIF’s members have wholeheartedly embraced transitional duty, allowing injured
employees to return to work in a productive role while completing their final course of treatment. Dollars
saved in disability payments, indemnity costs, and overtime costs can be measured in the hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Through October 2019, BURLCO members have used 59% of the transitional duty
days available.
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Technology Risk Services
CONTROLLING TECHNOLOGY RISKS

To combat the rise in cybersecurity threats, the JIF contracted services with Lou Romero of Secure Data
Consulting Services in February 2019. As the JIF’s Technology Risk Management Director, Lou assists
members achieve compliance with the MEL Cyber Risk Management Program. In addition, he performs
the following duties:






Works with your Municipality’s IT Professionals
Triages Cyber Events
Conducts Employee Training
Manages Online Cyber Security Training Courses

The JIF also continued services with two vendors to deliver training to our members:

 MediaPRO specializes in cybersecurity and data privacy employee awareness programs. Members


assigned the “Cyber Security Basics” course studied password best practices, tips to avoid malware,
social media usage and much more.
Pivot Point Security provided Members with other technical services including Security Risk Policies
& Training, Incident Management Plans, Phishing Assessments, External Network Vulnerability
Testing and Third Party Risk Management Policies & Training.

Find all BURLCO JIF Sample Cyber Risk Management Policies,
Checklists and Videos at www.burlcojif.org
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Technology Risk Services
2019 – A YEAR IN REVIEW FROM LOU ROMERO

2019 has seen an exponential increase in cyber-attacks on local municipalities across the country. Many of
these attacks have been in the form of ransomware. Ransomware is a type of malicious software designed
to deny access to a computer system or data until a ransom is paid. Municipalities have been challenged
with the daunting decision whether to pay or not to pay.
If you don’t pay, can you weather the storm?
It is essential that municipalities have a solid “tested” data backup strategy along with an Incident
Response Plan, Disaster Recovery Plan, and a Business Continuity Plan. At a minimum, these plans must go
through an annual table-top exercise to ensure their resiliency. The best defense against cyber threats is to
take a layered approach:

TRAINING
FIREWALLS

Consider Cyber Awareness Training your human firewall. Regardless of
technology, eventually your technical stronghold will experience some form of
compromise. Your human firewall will have the intelligence to identify, react and
escalate a potential situation if properly trained.
Firewalls are your first line of defense blocking unwanted data and inspecting
traffic on your network.

MAIL Mail filters block or isolate potential emails carrying harmful viruses that may
FILTERS have passed through the firewalls.
NETWORK Well segregated and controlled networks can detect and contain malicious files
SEGREGATION while preventing them from propagating throughout your network.
CONFIGURATION
Well configured PCs are less vulnerable to malicious attacks.
MANAGEMENT
PATCH Well patched PCs with the latest security updates are less vulnerable to
MANAGEMENT malicious attacks.
INCIDENT Having a good Incident Response Plan and practice will limit the impact of an
RESPONSE incident and reduce your downtime.
DR/BC

Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity start with solid backup practices and
should be able to recover from a ransomware attack in an efficient, effective and
timely manner.

MEL’S CYBER RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The cyber risk management program is well underway with many municipalities in compliance with the
Tier 1 and 2 requirements. As of this writing, the JIF is approximately 50% compliant which means we still
have a lot of work ahead of us.
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A friendly reminder, failure to comply with the MEL’s Cyber Risk Management Program’s minimal
requirements will most likely have a significant financial impact on the cyber insurance claim deductible.

CYBER AWARENESS TRAINING

23 out of the 27 municipalities (85%) have achieved 100% training, while the remaining four average
approximately 90% completion.

PHISHING

The BURLCO JIF continues to consistently improve on the targeted phishing exercise with a year to date
click percentage of 2.0% which is well below the national average.

BURLCO JIF - Phished
4.0%
3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

3.5%
2.6%
2.0%

2.6%

2.5%

2.1%

2.0%
1.4%
0.8%

NETWORK VULNERABILITY SCANNING

Our member municipalities have been receiving monthly
vulnerability scan reports from Pivot Point Security which
should be reviewed with their IT vendor to ensure any
critical or high severity vulnerabilities are addressed.
Vulnerability scan reports are also reviewed by the
Technology Risk Services Director who will contact and
alert the municipality of a critical or high severity
vulnerability.
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1.8%
1.2%

Spotlight on Safety
The BURLCO JIF provides essential safety programs that deliver savings and stability to every member.
A strong commitment to safety and risk management is key to the JIF’s success.
Safety Training

Regional Training Seminars

PEOSH / OSHA Updates

Safety Director Bulletins

Safety Incentive Program (SIP)

Equipment and Facilities Safety Checklists

Member Consults

Law Enforcement Consults

Police One

Right to Know (RTK) Program Compliance

Optional Safety Budget (OSB)

Online Training Programs

MEL SAFETY INSTITUTE (MSI)






Members have unlimited access to approximately 1,200 classes held each year at convenient locations,
including municipal offices
For 2019, a total of 883 BURLCO JIF instructor led learning events occurred and 246 online training
sessions have taken place through 10/1/2019
Fast Track Courses, KWIK Course Briefings, MEL Media Library
Discover 24 online training courses in the MSI library
Training topic examples listed below. For a full listing, please visit the MSI website

Lock Out/Tag Out

Safe Patient Lifting (Online)

Excavation, Trenching, Shoring

Office Safety

Flagger and Work Zone

Camp Counselor Series

Hazard Communication/GHS

Bloodborne Pathogens

Playground Safety

Fire Safety
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Seminars, Training and Workshops
ELECTED OFFICIALS SEMINARS




The ACM, BURLCO and TRICO JIFs collectively sponsor this annual seminar, targeted toward the JIF
Elected Officials focusing on pertinent issues that challenge municipalities

The 2018-2019 program focused on Integrating Wellness with Safety, Employment Practices Liability
and Public Ofﬁcials Liability Claims, Police Risk Management, Cyber Protection and Land Use issues
Conveniently scheduled four times throughout the year, find upcoming seminar dates on the JIF’s
website, www.burlcojif.org

LAND USE TRAINING FOR BOARDS AND ATTORNEYS




In response to a growing number of Land Use Board based Public Official Liability claims brought
against member municipalities due to the actions of their Land Use Board(s), your Municipal Joint
Insurance Fund developed and distributed a Land Use Liability Training Booklet that outlines some of
the most common causes of Land Use claims
Land use board members that complete this training will be eligible for enhanced coverage should
they be named in a claim
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POLICE TRAINING INITIATIVES
Our member police agencies face risks to their personal safety day in and day out. They are also
increasingly under fire for alleged wrongdoing and face expensive claims. These claims are often in the
form of costly litigation against municipalities, and can result in settlements in the millions of dollars. To
help reduce the skyrocketing costs associated with police related injuries and lawsuits, the JIF offers
valuable programs for our police agencies.









Police Ad Hoc Committee: Meets Quarterly to review and discuss issues facing our member Police
Agencies relating to Safety, Training, Wellness and Risk Management
Police One Academy Online Training: All Member Police Agencies are eligible to participate in Police
One Academy’s online training system at no additional cost. Over 100 courses are available, including
De-escalation Strategies, Cyber Security Training, Sexual Harassment, Ethics, Officer Well Being and
Cultural Diversity
Excited Delirium Training: Designed for all first responders, this training helps manage incidents when
confronting an individual who is violent, highly agitated, irrational, partially dressed, and resists physical
restraint with surprising strength
Below 100 Training: Eliminate preventable line of duty deaths and injuries through compelling
common sense training deigned to focus on areas under an officer’s control.
Police Defendants Luncheon: Officers named in a lawsuit and their spouse attended a luncheon to
learn how the Joint Insurance Fund defends police personnel currently named in litigation.
Special Officers Class I and Class II Training: The course is designed for newly appointed Special
Officers Class I, Class II and returning Special Officers assigned to seasonal police duty. Topics covered
included “Terry” Stops, ID Commands, Immigration Interventions/Investigations, Arrest Standards,
Motor Vehicle Stops and Social Media training
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Risk Management
TULIP (Tenant User Liability Insurance Program)
TULIP provides special event insurance for use of member entity facilities by guests, groups,
organizations and community members. MEL BULLETIN NUMBER 19-28

ORIGAMI
ORIGAMI is a private, customized exposure database management system for the JIF members to
manage their exposure data to better control risks.

BURLCOJIF.ORG Website
Download monthly agenda packets and meeting minutes, access contact information, review JIF
policies and procedures for various programs, request certificates of insurance, and obtain vouchers
or other important documentation.

Wellness Incentive Program
Designed to assist members in meeting their own Wellness Objectives by providing financial
reimbursement for wellness and health related items and programs geared toward reducing workers’
comp costs.

Additional Financial Tools
Optional Safety Budget (OSB) • Safety Incentive Programs (SIP) • EPL / Cyber Risk
Management Budget

Other Risk Management Tools
Model Indemnification & Hold Harmless Language Agreement
Certificate of Insurance Guidelines • EPL Helpline • Model EPL/POL Policies & Procedures
Model Municipal Facility Use Agreement • Police Accreditation Credit
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TULIP

Individuals, businesses, and community groups often request to use town-owned property and
facilities for private events. The rental or use of town-owned property provides municipalities a much
needed revenue stream while providing a community service. However, these groups may not have
their own insurance coverage. This creates the possibility that your municipality may be drawn into
costly litigation even though you did not conduct or manage the event.
The solution to this problem is the Tenant Users Liability Insurance Program (TULIP). This low cost
insurance policy protects both the “Tenant User” and your municipality. The JIF rolled out a new
TULIP program this year, which can be found on the JIF website at www.burlcojif.org/coverage/tulip.
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Wellness Initiatives

Our efforts to establish a culture of wellness for members of the BURLCO JIF through the implementation
of a “Workplace Wellness Program” continues to evolve after nearly eight years. The integration and

promotion of Wellness with our Safety Incentive Program has improved overall participation from our
municipal employees; however, employee engagement continues to be an ongoing challenge.

The initial emphasis of our Wellness Program focused on physical wellbeing including weight loss, BMI,
dietary habits and biometric screenings. In order to enhance engagement and improve on our past
successes, we are now striving for a more holistic approach to employee health by also addressing mental,
emotional and spiritual health issues.
According to research by Gallup, such “wellbeing programs” not only yield better results for the employees
through enhanced resiliency and quality of life, but also improves overall productivity and the bottom line
for the municipality.

2020 VISION

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), a quarter of all employees view their
jobs as the number one stressor in their lives. The World Health Organization (WHO) is bringing more
attention to the problem of work-related stress, labeling it as the “global health epidemic of the 21st
century.”
As your Wellness Director, my goal throughout 2020 is to work
with each municipality on implementing wellness initiatives that
directly and indirectly build employees’ resiliency. Initiatives
that address controllable factors in the lives of our employees,
such as nutrition, movement, emotional wellbeing, sleep,
smoking, self-care, mindset and social support, which can help
provide strong coping skills for managing work-life challenges.
This focus will enhance the health and happiness of your
employees resulting in a thriving work environment with the
collateral financial benefit of lower healthcare and workers’
compensation costs. The end result, superior community
service!
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HOLISTIC (WHOLE PERSON) INITIATIVES AND GOALS:
(PHYSICAL HEALTH, MENTAL HEALTH, EMOTIONAL HEALTH, AND SPIRITUAL HEALTH)

A successful wellness program not only includes a combination of education, team building, and relevance
to the needs of your employees, but also consistency. I look forward to working with each of you to
establish a “plan of action” that best fits your municipality and creates a culture of wellness. Let’s get
creative. Let’s build a resilient team together! Here are my objectives for 2020:

 Promote our Wellness Program through resolution of a Wellness Policy
 Encourage employee feedback through surveys that also ask about work stressors
 Plan wellness activities throughout the year to establish a culture of wellness
 Share the Wellness Newsletter, educational handouts and posters to all employees
 Encourage and support establishment of a Wellness Committee
 Provide stress-reducing, resiliency-building initiatives such as meditation, yoga workshops and
time management skills

 Promote services offered by your Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
 Encourage team building & social support among employees through organized activities
 Educate all employees about mental health to reduce stigma and confusion
 Promote movement and stretching throughout the day
 Offer onsite screenings and education on “knowing your numbers” and ways to prevent risk
 Identify new resources and vendors in the community who support Wellness initiatives
-Debby Schiffer, Your Wellness Director

IDEAS TO SHARE
Stretch Breaks

Lunch and Learns

Wellness Fairs

________________________

__________________________

_________________________

Educational
Materials/Posters

Fresh Fruit vs. Unhealthy
Snacks

Promote Walking
Meetings

________________________

__________________________

__________________________

Biometric Screenings

Ergonomics Training

Stress Management
Techniques
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Certificate of Insurance Guidelines
The Certificate of Insurance Guidelines serve as a guide in developing
proper insurance requirements in contracts for contractors, tenants,
vendors and users of municipal property, and how to monitor their
compliance with those requirements during the term of the contract.
The Guidelines were completely updated this year to reflect additional
requirements for Cyber Insurance, Environmental Impairment Liability,
and special events such as fireworks displays in addition to allowing use
of Municipal facilities and grounds by outside individuals or groups.
Members will benefit from the glossary of terms, forms and sample
checklists contained in the manual. There is also a section containing the
most frequently asked questions as a resource for the user. This section
further illustrates that risk management is a continually evolving process.
It is our belief that the Certificate of Insurance Guidelines will provide
guidance in almost all cases encountered by the users and can be found
at WWW.BURLCOJIF.ORG under the Coverage tab. We urge you to
share these with your municipal solicitor, your engineer, and other
professionals involved in drafting or reviewing municipal contracts.

Employment Practices Helpline

Employment related liability claims continue to present themselves,
triggering significant financial, reputational, and public relations concerns
for our members. These claims include allegations of discrimination,
sexual harassment, hostile workplace, and whistleblower retaliation. While
your Joint Insurance Fund issues Model Employment Policies and
Procedures, Employee Handbooks, and bi-annual seminars for managers
and supervisors, issues arise that require immediate support.

The Employment Practices Helpline was created in March 2019 to
specifically address this need. This dedicated resource guides members on
employment related issues. Designated municipal officials can call 1 of 3
municipal attorneys with expertise in NJ Employment Law and receive
guidance on issues ranging from the Family Medical Leave Act, the
Americans with Disabilities Act, as well as Wage and Hour inquiries.
The purpose of the Helpline is to help members avoid pitfalls in addressing
these issues that may result in costly litigation and reputational harm.
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Mission Statement
We are an organization of municipalities united
to achieve savings and stability through
comprehensive insurance, safety, and claims
management programs dedicated to reducing
public sector risk.

BURLCO JIF 2019
Safety Celebration Breakfast
March 5, 2019
Indian Spring Country Club
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Tens of millions of dividends returned to your community.
That’s the power of the Municipal Joint Insurance Fund.
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